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ABSTRACT

The ability of a photo_lec_eally controlled lighting system to maintain a constant total light

level on a task surface by responding to changing daylight levels is affected by the control

algorithm used to relate the photosensor signal to the supplied electric light level and by the

placement and geometry of the photosensor. We describe the major components of a

typical control system, discuss the operation of three different control algorithms, and

derive expressions for each algorithm that express the total illuminance at the task as a

function of the control photosensor signal. Using a specially-designed scale model, we

measured the relationship between the signal generated by variousceiling-mounted control

photosensors and workplane illuminancefor two room geometries underreal sky

conditions. The measureddatawere used to determine the performanceof systems

obeying the threecontrol algorithms undervarying daylight conditions. Control systems

employing the commonly-used integral reset algorithm supplied less electric light than

required, failing to satisfy the controlobjective regardless of the control photosensor used.

Systems employing an alternative,closed-loop protxmional control algorithm acheived the

control objective undervirtuallyali testedconditions when operatedby a ceiling-mounted

photosensor shielded fromdirect window light.
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INTRODUCTION

In buildings where daylight can serve as a useful source of illumination, photo-electrically

controlled lighting systems can significantly reduce electric lighting requirements [1,2,3,4].

The goal of these systems is to supplement the available daylight at the task area with just

enough electric light to meet the design leveLAchieving this objective, _ugh, is

complicated by the difference in the spatial distributionsof daylight andelectric light in the

space as well as by thepracticalnecessity of mountingthe control photosensor in the

ceiling rather thanat thework surface [5].

In this paper, we describethe major componentsof a photo-elecuic dimming system and

describe three simple control algorithmsthat can be incorporatedinto a control system. We

then use experimentaldatafrom scale models todemonstratehow the control algorithmand

the photosensor's geometryand locationaffect theabilityof photo-electrically lighting

systems to provide a _ed illuminancelevel at the task.

DESIGN AND OPERATION OF DAYLIGHTING CONTROLS

The objective of a daylightingcontrol system is to maintaina totallight level atthe task

surface equal to the targetdesign level with minimum use of electric lighting. While it may

be difficult or impossible to precisely achieve this objective in practice, it is nevertheless a

useful standardagainstwhich to comparetheperformanceof existing daylighting control

systems. Furthemx_re,this objective is also importantwith re_ to buildingdesign and

standards compliance since most buildingenergy analysis models, including DOE-2,

assume daylighting control systems that meet this objective.
t
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System Components

The photo-electrically controlled lighting systems we consider here consist of three basic

" components:

1. A photosensor for measuring the light level within or entering the controlled
• building space. The photosensor generates an electric signal in proportion to

the illumination striking it. The particular geometry of the photocell and its
housing determines the sensitivity of the cell to light from different directions.
The photosensor is assumed to have a photopic spectral response.

2. A controller that incorporates an algorithm to process the signal from the
photosensor and convert it to a command signal to the dimming unit.

3. A dimming unit that smoothly varies the light output of the electric lights by
altering the amount of power flowing to the lamps.

I

u_

Figure1.Graphicalrepresentationshowingrelationshipbetweenphotoelectricdimming
systemcomponentsintypicaldaylighitngapplication.Theceiling-mountedcontrol
photosensorissensitivetoelectricfightwithinthespaceaswellasdaylight.

Figure 1 illustrates how these components are interconnected in a typical building

application andalso illustrates a typical mounting configuration for the control photosensor.

• The ceiling-mounted photosensor links the ambient light levels in the space (both electric

and daylight) to the controller which, in turn adjusts the electric light output according to its
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built-in algorithm. Thus, the placement of the photosensor, the form of the control

algorithm and their interaction largely determine how the system as a whole will perform.

Design and Application Constraints

There are a number of factors that constrain the design and application of photo-electric

controls. The most important of these are:

1. The photosensor is usually mounted in the ceiling or on the exterior of the
building face. Although placing the photosensor at the task would be ideal from
an operational standpoint, a task-located sensor would be very susceptible to
interference from the occupants and would be difficult to electrically connect to
the rest of the control circuitry.

2. To reduce wiring costs, a minimal number of photocells should be used per
control zone.

3. The system must be simple to install and calibrate after installation.

The first constraint is particularly important became the control objective is expressed in

terms of the illuminance at the task surface (or work plane). Mounting the control

photosensor in the ceiling pointing down towards the workplane rather than mounting it at

the workplane pointing upwards introduces several difficulties. For example, a ceiling-

mounted photosensor doesn't directly measure the illuminance at the task. The best that

can be hoped for is a photosensor signal that is approximately proportional to task

illuminance. Regardless, the signal from the control photosensor is the only information

available to the controller about the state of the fighting environment.

Controller and Control Algorithms

Although the control photosensor is the most visible part of a lighting control system, the

controllerplays a critical role by transformingthe signal from thephotosensor into a

command signal for the dimming unit. The specific functional formof this transformation,

which we term the control algorithm, is a circuit design consideration. If the algorithm

used by the controller does not compensate for the fact that the control photosensor is

generally mounted in the ceiling ratherthan at the task surface,then the daylighting control

objective will not be satisfied.

There are three simple control algorithms that can be easily designed into a control system.

We term these the a) integral reset, b) open-loop proportional and c) closed-loop

proportional control algorithms. Each algorithm expresses a different relationship between

the photosensor signal, ST, and the output of the electric lights, 8. These relationships are

plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Plotsshowing relationship (transferfunction)betweentotalphotosensorsignal,
ST,and fractionaldimminglevel,8, forA)integralreset,B)o_n-loopproportionaland
C)closed-loopproportionalcontrolalgorithms.Thefractionaldimminglevelcanvary
between_ and 1(furllightoutput).

Integral reset and closed-loop proportionalcontrol algorithms arcboth considered to be

closed-loop systems because the photoscnsor is located so that it can detect not only the

independent quantity, daylight, but also the (controlled) electric light.

Integral Reset

Integral reset is the simplest control algorithm. An integralreset controlleradjuststhe

dimming level (8) so that the measuredphotosensorsignal is kept at a constantreference

level. In practice, this referencelevel is empiricallydeterminedby operating the electric

lights at full intensity at night. (We refer to this process of adjusting the reference level at

the site as the "night-time calibration"). The photosensor'soutputvalue under this

condition (SEm)thenbecomes the reference level to be maintainedunder ali conditions.

As the photosensor detects, for example, an increase in light due to daylight, the controller

reduces the electric light level to once againrestore thephotosensor signal to its reference

value. Of course this algorithm only works if the photosensor can "see" the electric light it

controls (closed-loop).

Open-Loop Proportional

With open-loop proportional control, the photosensor is mountedso that itdoes not detect

the controlled quantity (electric light). Rather,the photosensor is used to detect solely the

independent stimulus, daylight. The open-loop proportional control algorithm simply

establishes a linearrelationship between the detectedphotosensorsignal andthedimming
1)

level. As the daylight stimulus exceeds zero, the electric lights dim along a line of slope M

as shown in Fig 2. (In the appendix, thevalue of the slope M is shown to be equivalent to

' the scale factor or gain of an operational amplifier). By adjusting the value of the scale

factor M at an appropriate time duringtheday (what we call a "daytimecalibration''), the



installer sets the system sensitivity to accomnxxtate the particular room and lighting

conditions at that time. The daytime calibration need only be performed once for each

control zone upon commissioning the lighting system.

Closed-Loop Proportional Control

With this type of control, the photocell should be located so that it operates in closed-loop

mode (i.e. the photosensor should detect controlled electric light as well as daylight). But

unlike integral reset, the photosensor signal is not kept constant. Rather, the controller

adjusts the electric light output so that the dimming level, 5, is a linear function of the

difference between the photosensor signal and the night-time reference level. As with

open-loop proportional control, a daytime calibration must be performed to adjust the

system sensitivity so that the slope of the response (M in Fig. 2) is appropriate to the

specific room and daylight conditions. The night-time reference level is determined by a

nighttime calibration identical to that performed for an integral reset control.

By expressing each algorithm mathematically, we can derive expressions for the total light

level at the task as a function of the daylight component of the photosensor signal and

daylight on the task for each algorithm. Because there are three algorithms to consider, the

formulation is necessarily lengthy. In the appendix, we present derivations and genetic

circuit diagrams for each algorithm.

Table 1 summarizes the appendix by presenting, for each algorithm, the algorithm's

transfer function and an expression for task illuminance as a function of the daylight

component of the photosensor signal as well as a conditional expression that must be

satisfied to achieve the daylighting control objective. The definitions of the various terms

used in the Appendix is also given in the table.

The transfer functions given in Table 1 express the relationship between the output of the

photosensor and the dimming level, _i,for each algorithm. _h_ relationship is expressed

independently of _ifor integral reset since the form of this simple algorithm is such that _i

cannot be expressed functionally in terms of the photosensor signal). The expressions for

total task illuminance are given in terms of SD(0, that fraction of the photosensor signal

attributable only to daylight, lt is convenient to express the task illuminance in terms of its

daylight components because these are the independentquantitiesthat can measttred in scale

models. However, it shouldbe stressed that the controller only measures the total

photosensor signal and has no way of differentiating between the electric fight and daylight

components.
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Table I. Operationalequations for different
control algorithms (derivationsin appendix).

ConlrolAlgorithm Transfer Task Conditional
- Function Ill_ Expression

• SD(t) ID(O I_n

IntegralReset S_(t)--S_ _(t)- Xp(0+I_ (1- .V_--) SD(t) - SEm

Open-Loop MSAt)+ 1 ID(t) ID(t_)

Proportional 8= MST(0 + 1 I_(t)= ID(t) + Ir_ 1- MSEm SD(t) - SD(teaI)

Closed-Loop 1+M (SD(t)-San) ID(t) ID(tcal)

Proportional 8= M (S.r(t)-S r_)+ I IT(t)= ID(t)+ lr.., I -MS_ SD(===_= SD(h,,,)
i i

ST(0 - signalproducedby photosensor(time-dependent).

SD(t) mdaylightcomponentof ST(t).

SE(t) • electriclightcomponentof ST(t).

8 • fractionaloutputof electriclights(0 < 8 __1).Full lightoutput8 = I, minimumlightoutput 8 =

8 • •
rain

IEm • taskilluminancelevel for8 - I withoutdaylight.

SEm • signalproducedby photoseasorfor8 = 1withoutdaylight.

IT(t) -_totallightat task(fim_dent).

ID(t)• daylightattask(time-dependent).

IE(t) • electric lightat task.

IT(t), ID(t),and, IE(t)asdefinedaboverefertotheparticularpointorpointson the

workplanewherethedesignobjectiveis to besatisfied.

TheconditionalexpressionsgivenintheTable1 describestheconditionsthatmustbe met

if thedaylightingcontrolobjectiveis to beachieved.Fromtheseexpressions,it is apparent

that allalgorithmsrequirethattheratiobetweenthedaylightcomponentof thephotosensor

and daylighton the tasksurface,ID(t)/SD(t),remainconstantforalldaylightingconditions.

(Forsakeof brevity,the ratiosID(t)/SD(t)andIE/SEare hereafterreferredto as the task-

sensor ratiosfor daylightandelectriclight,respectively).Foranintegralresetsystem,

constantilluminationonthetaskwillonlybe achievedif the task-sensorratiofor daylightis

equalto the task-sensorratioforelectriclight.Open-andclosed-loopproportionalsystems

' will only achievethecontrolobjectiveif thetask-sensordaylightratiois alwaysequal to the

particular task-sensordaylightratioobtainedattimeof daytimecalibration(tc).

• Given the above,we candeterminehow wella givencontrolalgorithmcanachievethe

control objective by measuring the daylight on the task and photosensor at various times



throughout the day. In the following section, we describe a scale model used to obtain

values of SD(t) and lD(t) under real sky and ground conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The objective of the experiments reported here was to measure the relationship between

photosensor signal and daylight at the workplane in a scale model of typically daylighted

spaces in order to investigate the ability of integral reset, and open- and closed-loop

proportional control systems to meet the daylighting control objective.

Physical Model Description

A scale model was constructed to simulate two different room shapes m a small 15- x 15-ft

office with modestly sized window and a very long room of 30 ft depth with the long

dimension parallel to the window. The small office was modelled at 1:3 scale, while the

long room was modelled at 1:6 scale.

Figure3. Explodedviewofscalemodelofsmallofficeshowingdetailedviewofthe four
ceiling-mountedcontrolphotosensors.

4

Figure 3 is an exploded view of the small office scale model. Figure 4 provides a similar

view of the model configured as a very long room. By using mirrored surfaces as shown in

Figure 4, we were able to model a room of effectively infinite lengthparallel to the



window. The wall, ceiling and floor reflectances used for ali the tests are indicated in the

figures.
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Figure 4. Exploded view of scale model of semi-infinite building space showing details

of front and rear control photosensots.

The model could be rotated about a central pivot so that the window wall could be.oriented

towards any direction.

Window System

Since the window size and transmittance and the type of shading device used are the most

important determinants of the quantity and distribution of daylight within the room, the

window-waU of the model was removable, allowing testing of different fenestration

strategies. For the single office model, we used a window with a 1:3 window-to-waU ratio

(the ratio of the area of the window to the area of the entire window-wall as measured from

inside the model room) and examined two types of glass: 43% and 88% transmittance (Fig.

, 3). For the semi-infinite room model, we used clear glass (88% transmittance) with a

window-to-wall ratio of 1:2 (Fig. 4).

• Automatic Shading Device. During some of the tests, operable venetian blinds were used

to prevent direct sunlight from entering into the model space. The venetian blind slats wert

3/4" wide and were a neutral gray color of approximately 50% reflectance. A small motor



was employed to automatically control the blind blade angle. The motor was triggered by

an external clock that incremented the blade angle by a given angle, either 10° (Schedule B)

or 30° (Schedule A), with each changing minute of the clock. This technique allowed us to

test up to 10 different blade angles during a single day's test.

Electric Lighting System

The electric lighting system consisted of three two-lamp strip fixtures mounted to the

underside of the fixture board with ml aperture board below it (Figs° 3 and 4) to simulate

the appearance and light distribution properties of a typical ceiling system. For the small

office model, the aperture board consisted of six appropriately scaled rectangular apertures

fitted with industry-standard prismatic lens material to simulate standard 2- x 4-ft

fluorescent troffers (Fig. 5 and 3). For the semi-infinite room model, we simulated 3

continuous rows of fluorescent fixtures on 10 foot centers as shown in Figure 6 and 4.

Instrumentation

26 photometers were used to me,_surelight both inside and outside the model. Most

photometers were mounted at various positions in the work plane of the scale model for

measuring illuminance. Other photometers were modified to simulate the spatial response

characteristics of typical control photosensors.

Control Photosensors

In the small office model, we installed four modified photometers, designated Punsh

(unshielded), Ppsh(partially-shielded), Pfsh (fully-shielded), and Pwdw(window-aimed) in

the ceiling of the model for use as control photosensors (Fig. 3). The Punshphotesensor

was an unmodified, cosine-corrected photometer, consequently, the output from this

photosensor was proportional to the ceiling illuminance. The Ppshphotosensor was
equipped with an opaque baffle that shielded it from direct light from the window but

otherwise allowed the photosensor a view of the floor and the three non-window-walls.

The photosensor designated Pfsh(fully-shielded) was fitted with a black-painted tube that

restricted its field of view (FOV) to a cone of 30° semi-angle allowing the sensor to detect

light reflected from most of the floor while preventing it from directly detecting light from

any of the four walls. The output of this photosensor was roughly proportional to the

"average luminance" of the floor below. Finally, the P_w photosensor (window-aimed)

w_s equipped with a black tube that restricted the FOV to a cone of 15° semi-angle. The

photosensor was aimed at the center point of the window. The output of this sensor was

related to the luminance of the ground plane outside the model and the luminance of the

venetian blinds. Because this photosensor views only daylight, it could be used for open-

loop proportional control.

In the semi-infinite room model, an additional three photosensors were mounted in the

ceiling as shown in Fig. 4. These additional photosensors, designated Pbunsh(back,

unshielded), Pbpsh(back, partially-shielded), and Pbfsh(back, fully-shielded) were

-10-
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identical to their forward-mounted counterparts but were mounted further away from

window. Using two clusters allows one to assess the importance of placing the ceiling

mounted photosensors near the particular workplane locations where the control objective
is to be satisfied.

Workplane Photometers

Sixteen cosine- and color-corrected photometers were installed in the small office model to

measure the illuminance distribution at the work plane. As shown in Figure 5, these

photometers were arranged in a regular 4 x 4 array on 16-in centers 10 inches above the

floor. Since the small office model was scaled at 1:3, this height is equivalent to 30 inches

where photometric measurements are typically made. The photometer_ were mounted to a

frarnework painted the same color as the floor to minimize its effect on the light
meastt,'ements.

WINDOW

Figme 5. Floorplan and reflected ceiling diagram of small office model The task

illuminance was considered to be the average of the illuminances meas=e,d at station

points P77 and P78.

-11-
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Forthesemi-infiniteroommodel,we usedalineararrayof fifteenphotometersfor

measuring the workplane illumination withthe photometersoriented with respect to the

window as shown in Fig. 6. (Because of theside wall mirrorsused to simulate the infinite

room length parallel to the window, it can be shown that only measurements along the

room centerline are meaningful in this context).
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Figure6. Floorplanandreflectedceilingdiagramofsemi-infiniteroom.The
illuminancemeasuredatstationpointWP4 wasusedto indicatetheilluminanceofthe
fiontof theroom. ThemeasmementfromWP9wasusedfortheilluminanceoftherear
oftheroom.

Test Site Description

ThescalemodelwaslocatedontheroofofthethirdfloorroofofBuilding90atLawrence

Berkeley Laboratory.The model was anchored to a wood deck of 20-40% reflectance. The

model had an unobstructed view of the sky when aimed in the west or south directions.

Toward: theeast,the topsof threeevergreentreesobsmactedpartof the sky.As shown in
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Figure 7, Diagram showing location of scale model lest site,

Testing Procedures

Between Febru._'y, 1984 and January, 1987 damwere taken periodically for two to five

days at a time, depeading on weatherconditions. Before a test, the model was pointed in a

particular dix_tJon (i.e., north, east, south or west) andthedata acquisition system

programmedto takedata scans at regularintervals (typicallyonce every five minutes). With

the electric lights off, the outputs of all the workplanephotometersandcontrol

photosensors were rapidlyread andrecorded (in less than2 seconds). Each scan therefore

yielded simultaneous measurements of SD1.for all photosensorsand Iv for ali workplane

photometers. After from two to five days, the data acquisition system was stopped and the

• modelmtatexitoanotherdirectionfor thenextroundof datacollection.Occasionally,ali

photoscnsor and photometers were read at night with theelectric lights on full to establish

• the values of SEmand IEmfor the model'selectric lighting system.

1"We useSD to iMicate a particularmeasurementof thedaylightcomlxxcntof thephotoscnsorsignalas

oppc_sedm SD(t), which refersto ali possiblevalues.
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Task Locations and Design Light Levels

Our analysis assumes that thereis a point or points on the workplanewhere we want

mairttain a specified task illuminance level. For the small office model, we assumed a task

located appro_ima_ly 2/3 of the way in from the window as shown in Figure 5. We took

Se task :flki_,_i_'_anceto be the average illuminancemeasuredat the station points WP77and

WP78, w,"_ichare symmetrically located about the roomcenterlineas indicated. For the

semi=infinite room case, we took the task illuminance of the front portion of theroom to be

the light measuredatstation 'pointWP4 andthe illuminance of the rearto be the light

measured at WP 9 as shown in.Fig 6.

The target light level for the small office model was 720 lux. In the semi-infinite room, the

target light level was 71"/_ at the front station point WP4 and 736 lux at the rear station

point WP9. These target light levels are the light levels measured at night with the electric

lights on full.

RESULTS

Correlations Between Task Illuminance and Photosensor Signal

Small OfficeModel

The relationships between daylight at the select_t workplane point and the output of the

indicated ceiling-mounted control photosensor arepresented as scatter plots for typical clear

days for the small office model pointing west in "ig. 8. The left column of plots (A, C, E,

and G) is data for a clear summerday with no blinds installed in the model. The fight

column (B, D, F and H) is for a clear summerand winter day with operable blinds

installed. In the "no blinds" scatter plots, we have excluded data points coUected when the

sun was within 90° from normal to the window. Similarly, for the model equipped with

the operable blinds, we computationally excluded those data points forwhich the blade

angle was such as to allow direct solar penetration. This _t is justifiable because, in

any realistic building application, direct sun world be excluded by appropriate window
treatn_nt.

For an ideal photosensor, all the points in the scatter plot would ali lie along a line. While

such ideal behavior was not exhibited by any of the photosensors we examined, the scatter

plots for the partially-shielded and fully-shielded sensors are both fairly linear and show

relatively little scarer. This is in contrast to the window-aimed photosensor and, to a lesser

extent, the unshielded photosensor which show poorercorrelation between the photosensor

signal and workplane illuminance.

Table 2 presents statistics that s_ the degree of correlation between the measured

workplane illuminance values, ID, and the measured photosensor signal, SD, for each
i

control photosensor and for ali directions, including the west data shown in Fig. 8. The

slope of the line that best fits the data sets for each day and photosensor was determined by

-14-
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applying a least-squares fit to the data using lD = b SD and solving for the coefficient b.

We use b as our best estimate of the generalized task-sensor daylight ratio ID(t)/SD(t) for

each test day and photosensor. The standard error of the estimate (SE) and correlation

coefficient (r) are measures of how well each data set can be fitted to a line with slope b

passing through the origin. For a perfect fit, SE should be 0 and r should be 1.

By comparing the task-sensor electric light ratios (IEm/SEm)to the values of b, it is clear

that the data is not in good agreement with the conditional expression given in Table 1 for

integral-reset daylight control. For all photosensors, the task-sensor electric light ratios

exceed the daylight ratios. For the unshielded photosensor, the electric light ratio is

roughly 10 times the daylight ratios. Less extreme differences are seen for the fully- and

partially-shielded photosensors.

As previously discussed, the daylight workplane illuminance and the output of the control

photosensor must be well correlated to satisfy the daylighting control objective. While the

details of the data vary depending on the direction and photosensor, several major trends

are evident from Table 2. Except for the north-facing window, the signal from partially

shielded photosensor, Ppsh,was best correlated with the illuminance at the workplane as

evidenced by the high values of r and low values of the standard error. Furthermore, the

fitted value of the slope b was consistent between the winter and summer days regardless

of the presence or absence of the venetian blinds. Using the same criteria, the fully

shielded photosensor, Pfsh, also performs reasonably well but consistently ranked lower

than Ppsh.

Compared to Ppshor Pfsh, the high standard errors for the unshielded photosensor, Punsh,

indicate poorer correlation between photosensor output andworkplane illuminance. Note

that the v_D,e of r for the unshielded photosensor is particularly low (and SE relatively

high) in the model with venetian blinds indicating that the task-sensorratio for this sensor

are strongly affected by venetian blind blade angle.

The data on the response for the window aimed photosensor, Pwdw,show that the output

of this photosensor is a poor indicator of the illuminance at the workplane. The

relationship between sensor output and workplane ill_ is highly sensitive to the

season and blade angle. For most orientations, the r's are so low that one cannot reject the

hypothesis that there is no correlation between workplane illuminance and photosensor

output.

Semi Infinite Room Model

The relationship between workplane illuminance and photosensor signal on a clear winter

day are shown as scatter plots in Fig. 9 for the west-aimed model fitted with clear window

and operable blind system. The plots in the left-hand column of Fig. 9 show the

relationship between the front cluster photosensors (Fig. 4) and the daylight workplane

illuminance at the WP4 station point (Fig. 6). The right hand plots show the equivalent
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Figure 9. Scatter plots of daylight on control photosensors vs daylight on workplane (front and rearof model) for s_mi-

infinite room model facing west with shading device on clear, winter day. Data points representing direct solar penetration into

interiorspace are excluded.
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relationships between the rear photosensors and the WP9 station point (Fig. 6). In these

scatter plots, we have excluded data points that occurred when the blade angles were such

that direct sun penetrated into the model interior.

Table 3 summarizes the best-line slopes, goodness of fit and standard errors statistics for

the scatter plots given in Fig. 9 as well as for the other directions.

Qualitatively, in the front portion of the model, the correlations between the various control

photosensors and workplane illuminance rank similarly as in the small office model.

Photosensor output and workplane illuminance are best correlated for the partially shielded

photosensor while there is poor correlation for the window-aimed photosensor. In the rear

portion of the model, though, the unshielded photosensor performs generally as weil, and

for some orientations, better than the partially or fully shielded photosensors.

In the front portion of the model, the task-sensor daylight ratios for the partially-shielded

photosensor (as estimated by b) are roughly equal to, while the fully-shielded photosensor

actually exceed, the electric light ratios. For the rear portion of the model, the values of b

are lower than the electric light ratios for ali photosensors, similar to the small office model.

Task Illuminance for Various Control Algorithms

To show how the electric light levels supplied by a photo-electric control system are

affected by the control algorithm, we have used the expressions for task illuminance given

in Table 1 with a subset of measured values of SD and ID from the west data summarized in

Tables 2 and 3. The validity of simulating the task illuminance levels based on measured

model data has been demonstrated in [6] by comparing the simulated results with measured

data from physically constructed control circuits.

Integral Reset

The total task illuminance is plotted as a function of time of day for the Punsh,Ppsh,and

Pfshphotosensors driving integral-reset control systems in the left column of Figs 10 (for

winter) and 11 (for summer)for the small office model facing west. Analogous results for

the front and rearportion of the semi-inf'miteroom are given for winteronly in Fig. 12 and

13, respectively.

The grey shaded area in each graphshows the contributionof daylight to the total

illuminance at the indicated workplanepoint(s) as a function of time of day for the

particulartest day. The cross-hatched area shows the contributionof supplied electric light

to the workplane illuminance for the indicated control photosensor andalgorithm. The

upper boundaryof the cross-hatched area is the total ilh_miaanceat the task. In each graph,

the dashed curve gives the blade angle of venetian blind system as a function of time of

day. The blade angles shown are those slat angles that excluded direct sun from penetrating
P

the model while permittingmaximum slat openness. We selected this venetian blind

control strategy for the small office model to mimic the way the room occupant might use
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Figure 10. Light levels on w_pla_ for integral reset and ¢l_sexl-l_ l_onkml control systems controlled by three

photosensors for small office model facing west on clear Winterday (12/9/85). Target light level is 720 lux.
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Small Office Model, West, Clear Summer Day
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Figure 11. Light levels on wotkplan¢ for integral reset and closed-loop proportional control systems controlled by three

photoscnsors for small office model facing west on clear summer day (7/5/86). Target light level is 720 lux.
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Figure 12. Light levels at front of room (station point WP4) for integral reset and closed-loop proportional control systems
controlled by three photnse_rs for semi-irffmite room model facing west (1/15/87). Target light level is 717 h_.

q
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Figure 13. Light levels at rear of room (station point wPg) for integral _ and closed-loop propon/onal control systems

comzolIed by three photosenso_ for se,mi-inf'm/te room model facing west (I/15/87). Targ_ light level is 736 lux.
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theblinds(i.e.periodicallyadjustingthevenetianblindstoprovideareasonableexternal

viewwhilepreventinguncomfortabledirectsunfrompenetratingtheroom).A similar,but

morerefinedcontrolstrategywasusedforthesemi-infiniteroomcase.Inthiscase,the

• blade angles could vary in 10° rather than 30° increments. Thus the light levels in the semi-

infinite room are more indicative of what might be expected in a building with a completely

' automatic shading system designed to prevent direct solar penetration while prodding

maximum openness.

Small Office Model. The integral reset systems shown Figure 10 occasionally provide the

requisite 720 lux at the task, but for much of the day supply considerably less electric

lighting than required. Performance was worst for the Punshphotosensor but even when

controlled by the Ppshand Pfshphotosensors, systems using the integral reset algorithm

failed to provide sufficient electric light under most daylight conditions.

Semi-Infinite Room Model. In the rear portion of the semi-infinite room (Fig 13), integral

reset controls exhibit s'mailarrelative performance as the small office model systems. The

total illuminance at the back of the model was significantly below the design level (736 lux)

when the hltegral-reset system was controlled by the reartmshielded photosensor, Pbunsh.

Improved performance was evident for integral reset systems controlled by the rear

partially- and fully-shielded photosensors, Pbpshand Pbfsh. However, even in these cases,

total illuminance at the rear of the roomwas slightly below the design level for substantial

portions of the day.

In contrast to the results from the rear of the semi-infinite room, integral reset systems

controlled by the front partially- and fully-shieloed photosensorsdid provide sufficient

electric light at the WP4 station point to meet the design illuminance level (717 lux)

throughout the day (Figs. 12). The integral reset systems controlled by the front

unshielded photosensor, Punsh,however, provided substantially less illumination than

required for many hours.

Closed-LoopProportionalControl Systems

Total light levels for Perish,Ppsh,and Pfshusing closed-loop proportionalcontrol are given

in Figs 6-10 (winter) and 6-11 (summer) for the smalloffice model facing west.

Analogous results for closed-loop proportional control systems in the semi-infinite room

facing west are shown for the front and rear of the room, in Fig. 6-12 and Fig. 6-13,

respectively.

The scale factors M used in these simulations were calculated based on the assumption that

" the particular task-sensor daylight ratio obtained at the time of daytime calibration equalled

b, our estimate of the generalized task-sensor daylight ratio for that sensor and condition.

• For the small office model (see Table 2), the listed closed loop scale factors are calculated

from the average of the b's computed for each test day. Scale factors for the semi-infinite

room were calculated from the b computed for the single day (Table 3). Thus, the results
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Figure 14. Light levels on woAvlane for open-loop proportional control systems controlled by window-aimed photosensor
;or small office model model facing ali directions (clear days). Target light level is 720 iux.
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Figure 15. Light levels at front and rear stationpoints for open-loop proportional control systems controlled by window-
aimed sensor for semi-in/mite room model facing all dir_tions on clear winterand summer days.The target light level at WP4
and WP9 station points is 717 and 736 lux, respectively.
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presented below assume that each examined system was calibrated under "typical" daylight

conditions as determined by the data given in Tables 2 and 3.

Small OJ_ce Model. As shown in Fig. 10 and 11, the closed-loop proportional control

systems controlled by Ppsh and Pfsh perform almost ideally, providing just sufficient

electric light to bring the total light at the task up to the target level. Furthermore, this

control is maintained even when the venetian blind blade angles change drastically in the

afternoon as the sun moves through the western sky. Although proportion',d control from

the unshielded photosensor, Punsh,is clearly superior to integral reset, it is inferior to

control using the Ppshor Pfsh systems. Unnecessarily high total light levels throughout the

morning (especially for the summer day shown) is evidence of sub-optimal performance

with Punsh.

Semi-Infinite Room Model. The closed-loop proportional control simulations for the rear

portion of the semi-infinite room are similar to the proportional control results for the small

office model. At the front portion of the room, though, the proportional control and

integral reset systems perform identically when controlled by the partially- or fully-shielded

photosensors. With the unshielded photosensor there is a marked difference between

proportional and integral reset control.

Open-Loop Control

The total task illuminances obtained with thePwdwphotosensor driving an open-loop

proportional control system is shown in Figs. 14 for ali directions for the small office

model in winter and summer. Fig. 15 shows the open-loop simulations for the Pwdw

photosensor in the semi-infinite room model. The graphs indicate that while open-loop

proportional generally yields better results than integral reset control, there is a fair degree

of variability in the maintained workplane light levels. In addition, the open-loop form of

control provides more electric light than is necessary in some cases (for example, the west-

facing small office model in summer, Fig. 14 B) while providing too little light in others

(south, winter, Fig. 14 G). Similar results were found for the semi-infinite room.

DISCUSSION

The reason integral-reset systems typically perform much worse than proportional control

systems is implied in the conditional expression given in Table 1. For an integral reset

system to perform as desired requires that the task-sensor daylight ratio be equal to the

task-sensor ratio for electric light. Given that the typical daylighting application has

daylight entering through a side window and electric light coming from the ceiling, it

follows that the relationship between the daylight at the task and photosensor output might

be quite different than that for electric light. As we have shown, it is fortuitous to find a

photosensor for which the daylight task-sensor ratio is equal to the electric light ratio.
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Looked at another way, recall that an integral reset system operates by maintaining a

constant total amount of light on its control photosensor, lt simply turns out that for most

daylighting applications, maintaining a constant total amount of light on a ceiling-mounted

sensor res_ultsin progressively lower total light levels at the worlcplaneas daylight

increases. To provide a constant light level at the task, then, we do not want the ceiling-

' mounted photosensor signal to remain constant but rather to increase as the total light level

in the space increases. A proportional control system does this by allowing the user to

adjust the system sensitivity, M, during the daytime calibration.

Why do integral reset and closed-loop proportional control algorithms work equivalently

well in the front of the semi-infinite model? Inspection of Table 1 shows that integral reset

and closed-loop proportional control systems perform equally well only when the task-

sensor ratio for daylight equals or exceeds that of electric light. If the ratios are exactly

equal, then the closed-loop scale factor MCLbecomes infinite. But for infinite M, the

closed-loop proportional control transfer function becomes identical to the transfer function

for integral reset control. Thus proportional control with an infinite scale factor is

indistinguishable fi'om integral rest control and the systems perform the same.

We have argued that open- and closed-loop proportional control systems perform

significantly better than equivalent integral-reset systems because they allow adjustment of

system sensitivity, lt is tempting to assume that these open- and closed-loop proportional

systems are therefore equivalent But some important differencesbetween the two

algorithmsfavortheclosed-loopcontrolapproach.Theopen-loopcircuitdesigner

configures the circuit so thatfull fight output occurs when there is zero (ornegligible)

photosensor signal. To ensure that the photosensor will read nearly zero when the electric

lights areon full at night, the manufacturer of an open-loop system must use a control

photosensor that is insensitive to the electric light thatit controls. On a practical level, this

means that the field of view of an open-loop ceiling-mountedphotosensormust be

restricted to daylight coming through the window. A sensordesigned in this way (such as

Pwdw)will tend to be primarilysensitive to the brightnessof the groundplane (i.e. the area

of ground outside the controlled building space) and/or thevenetian blinds, parameters that

we have shown are not well correlatedwith interior workplaneilluminance.Furtherwork

on the effects of varyingground plane reflectances under real sky conditions is required

before we can determinethe most appropriate spatialresponse for an open-loop

photosensor.

For people in a position to specify controls, it is unfortunatethat most control systems

, presently marketedfor daylighting control are of the integral reset type. (A few

manufacturersuse open-loop proportionalcontrol instead). We can only speculate that the

, reason for this is that controls manufacturers have assumed that maintaininga constant

signal from a ceiling-mounted sensor would result in constant light at the task. We have

shown this assumption to be incorrect forpractical photosensors. However, it can be
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shown that integral reset control is the correct approach for an entirely ch'fferentlighting

control strategy: lumen maintenance. (With lumen maintenance, the initially high light level

ordinarily supplied by a new electric lighting system is dimmed to the maintained design

level. Photo-electric control is then used to maintain this light level by gradually increasing

input power as the electric lighting efficiency falls over the lighting maintenance cycle [7]).

Thus integral reset control is not necessarily bad for ali lighting control applications, but

should be avoided in daylighting controls.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the ability of daylight-linked lighting systems to provide a specified

minimum light level at the task surface is influenced by 1) the control algorithm used, 2) the

spatial response of the ceiling-mounted control photosensor and 3) the location of the

photosensor relative to the task and light sources. Best performance was obtained with

closed-loop proportional control using a photosensor with a large field of view but shielded

from direct light from the window (Ppsh). This system was shown to provide the required

design light level at selected workplane locations throughout the day regardless of room

geometry or venetian blind position. Closed-loop proportional control was shown to

require a one-time daylight calibration ha order to adjust the system sensitivity to

accommodate local lighting conditions.

The results show that an open-loop system controlled by the Pwdwphotosensor generally

outperforms the integral-reset systems with respect to the control objectives. However,

open-loop control found to be more erratic than closed-loop proportional control, with the

open-loop system often significantly overshooting or undershooting the design level. The

results suggest that sub-optimal performance with open-loop control is largely attributable

to the necessity of using a photosensor that is uncoupled from the interior lighting

environment.

Our results have demonstrated that the frequently-used integral-reset algorithm performs

poorly in daylighting applications, but that performance can be improved somewhat by

completely shielding the photocell from direct window light. Because of its many

drawbacks, we do not recommend the integral reset algorithm for daylighting controls.

We found that the partially-shielded sensor Ppshexhibited the best correlation between its

output and the light level at the workplane point. The results also showed that the fully-

shielded photosensor, Pfsh,did not exhibit as good a correlation, which indicates that

shielding a ceiling-mounted control photosensor from walls other than the window-wall

does not improve tracking capability. We found that the relationship between workplane

illuminance and photosensor signal for the Punshphotosensor was less well correlated than

either the partially or fully-shielded photosensors except in the rear of the semi-infinite

room model when ali three sensors performed roughly equally well.
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This work has shown that photo-electrically controlled lighting systems will only provide

good results if specifiers are careful to match the control algorithm to the desired strategy.

If daylighting strategies are to realize their potential for saving energy and reducing peak

' demand loads, manufacturers and designers must make certain that the correct type of

control is selected for the application.
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APPENDIX A.

Below, we derive, fordaylightingsystems,equationsforeachcontrolalgorithmthat expressesthe total
light level at the task as a funcdonof the daylightcomponentof thephotosensorsignal and daylighton the
task.

Since the illuminationat the task and at the photosensorat any time t is simply the sum of the respective
daylightand electriclightc_mponents,we can write:

ST(t) = SD(t) + SE(t) (Eq. 1)

and

I(t) = ID(t) + IE(t) (Eq. 2 )

If we assume that the electriclighting is controlled so thatall the lightswithinthe controlled space dim
uniformly then we can make two importantsimplifications:

SE(t) = _(t)SEm (Eq. 3/

IE(t) = &t)IEm (Eq. 4)

The above equationsmaybe interpretedto meanthat the luminancedistn_tion from electric lightremains
constant regardlessof the actualdimminglevel 8(0. Note that theseequations wouldn_,_be mmin a room
where the electric fightsnearerthe windowcould, for example,dim more than the lightsat theback of the
room. Such lighting systems requirea more sophisticatedmathematicaltreatmentthan that presentedhere.

Photosensorsignal output:

! "L SD+SE

lE I

IllUpo_n_tl_lat _ D

'[ '
IT = 1D + Iz ¢

_ P

Figure A-I. Cross sectionof daylit roomshowingwindowand _r

If the photosensoris locatedinsidethecontrolledspace,asshown inFigureA-l, andis to be susceptibleto
theelectric lightthatit controlsthen the integral-resetorclosed-loopproix_onal controlalgorithmswould
be used. If, on theother hand, thephotosensoris outside the controlledspace(or insidebutshielded from
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electric figh0 so that it can detect only daylight, then the system would use the open-loop proportional
control algorithm.

The three following sections contain derivations of the governing equations for the three algorithms. First,
the algorithm is defined in terms of its corresponding control circuit. This is equivalent to specifying an

, output-level function. This function is then used to obtain equations for the workplane illuminance in terms

of time-dependent daylight conditions.These equations are the mathematical basis of simulation programs

we use to predict control system response based on the daylight informaticxicollected from the scale model.
t

Integral-Reset

An integral-reset system continually adjusts the light outpuk 8, to keep the photosensor signal, ST(t), at a
preset reference level. Figure A-2 shows a simplified integral-reset control circuit. The control photosensor

output is fed into the summing node of a simple operational amplifier integratorcircuit. If the fighting

system is to provide full fight output at night, which is usually the case. the control circuit is calibrated at

night with the electric lights at full power and the setpoint adjusted until the photosensor input generated

under these conditions (SEm) is appropriatelynulled. Increasing daylight in the space (and on the
photosensor) will drive the inverting input high. causing the op-amp output to drop at a rate determined by

the circuit capacitances and resistances. This in turncauses the electric lights to dim. reducing the

photosensor output and the :__tential at the inverting input until it once again matches the setpoint level.

The circuit shown has effectively infinite DC gain.

Photo- (to dimmer)

sensor VouT

_l_ Night Setpoint -'-

Figure A-2. Genetic circuit diagramof integral reset control

Assumingitiscalibratedatnightasdescribedabove,anintegral-resetsystemoperatinginitsdynamic
range is def'med by the following expression:

ST(t) = SEm (F-xi.5)

Applying Eqs. I and 3 to F-at.5, one can solve for 8 in terms of the independent variable SD(t):

SD(t)

_i= 1 SEm 0 < SD(t) < (1 - _Smin)SEm (Eq. 6)

• F-xi.6 describesthedependenceof 5on SD(t) for an integral-resetsystemoperatingin itsdynamicrange.

For SD(t) larger than(l-_min)SEm, the systemwill provideminimum light output:

= _min SD(t)> (1- _5 ) S (Eq. 7)" min Em



If SD(t) is in the rangecoveredby Eq. 7, thenthesystem is no longer in itsoperatingrange.Substituting

Eqs. 2 and 4 into Eqs. 6 and 7, onecansolve forthe totalilluminanceat the workplanein termsof ID(t)
andST(t):

SD(t_)

Lr(t) = ID(t) + IEm(1- SEm ) 0 < SD(t) _<(1- 8rain) SEm (Eq. 8)

I(t) = ID(t ) + _minlEm SD(t ) > (1- _min)SEm (Eq. 9)

Open-Loop Proportional Control

Open-loopproportionalcontrolis det'medas asystem forwhichthe lightoutputis a linearfunctionof the
photosensorsignal:

= M ST(t) + 1 (Eq. 10)

A simplified circuitdiagramfortheopen-loopsystem is shown in FigureA-3. The controlphotosensor
outputis fed into the summingnodeof anegative-feedbacLvariable-gainoperationalamplifier.Thiscircuit
is designed assumingthata zerosignalon the invertinginputcorrespondsto full lightoutput.Using a

photosensorthat is insensitiveto electriclightensuresthat SEm==0 as required.The gainof theamplifier
is adjustedby varyingthevalueof the feedbackresistor(equivalentto changingM inEq. 10)under
appropriatedaylightconditions. Calibratingthesystemduringthedayallowsthe userto tailorthesystem's
gainto prevailingdaylightand roomconditions.

II

Scale Factor Adjust

Photo- (to dimmer)
sensor VOUT

Figure A-3. Generic circuit of open-loop_onal control

ApplyingEqs. 1 and 3 to Eq. 10and solvingfor8, one obtains:

M SD(t) + 1 _imin(_1 - M SEm)_ - 1

8 = 1 - M SEm 0 < SD(t) < CEq. 11)
M

and
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_min(1 - M SEm ) - 1

= _min SD(t) >' M (Eq. 12)

'm

Assumingthat thesystem is calibratedso thatthe totallightlevel providedatthe taskmatchesthedesign

level at thetimeof calibration,tc, we cansolve forthe systemgainM in termsof theprevailingdaylight
• conditions.SubstitutingEq. 3 into:

IT(tc) - IEm= 1D(tc) + IE(tc)

andusing Eq.11yields:

ID(t
M mq.13)

ID(tc) SEm- IEmSEm" IEmSD(tc)

The photosensorforan open-loopsystemmustbe muchmoresensitiveto daylightthanelectriclight.
Consequently,the firsttwo termsin thedenominatorinEq.13aremuchsmallerthan the thirdtermand,to

first order,the systemgainM is proportionalto the ratioID(tc)/SD(tc).

To obtainexpressionsfor total illuminanceattheworkplaneforopen-loopsystems,Eqs. 11and12are
used with Eqs. 2 and4 toobtain:

M SD(t) + 1 _min(1- M SEm)- 1

IT(0 - ID(t) + IEm 1- M S-- 0 _<SD(t) -< M (Eq. 14)
Em

8min(1 -M SEm)- 1

IT(t) - ID(t) + _ IEm SD(t) > M (Eq. 15)

Closed-Loop Proportional Control

A closed-loopInolx_onal controlsystemadjuststheelectricfightlevel so that8(0 is a linearfunctionof

thediffevmce betweenST(t)andSEm:

8 = M (ST(t) - SF_n) + 1 (Eq. 16)

A simplifiedcircuitdiagramfor the closed-loopWOlX_onalcontrolsystemis givenin FigureA-4. This

circuit is similarto the open-loopcircuitin thatthe controlphotoseus_ outputis fed into the summing
nodeof a negative-feedback,variable-gainoperationalamplifier.However,unliketheOLCcircuit,which
permitsadjustmentonly of the systemgain,theclosed-loopixoponioml conlrolcircuitpermits
adjustmentsof both systemgainand the offseton the noninvertinginput.Duringdaytimeoperation,the
outputfromthe controlplmtosemsordrivesthe invertinginputhigh.Theop ampwill producewhatever
outputis requiredto keepthepotentialal.theinvertinginputequaltothepotentialat thenon-inverting
input.The relativechangein op ampoutputfor agiven changein photosensorinputis governedby the
valuesof the feedbackresistor(andothercircuit.resistances).
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FigureA-4. Genericcircuitofclosed-loopproportionalcontrol

Closed-loop proportionalcontrolis similarto open-loopproportionalcontrolexceptthattheformerpermits
adjustmentof boththe systemgain(M) and the nighttimeoffsetlevel (SEm).To express6 asa functionof
the independentparameterSD(t),we substituteEqs. 1 and2 intoEq. 16.Rearrangingandsolvingfor8
yields:

1+M (SD(0-SEm) 8 _n(1-MSEm)-1

8 = 1 - M O°Fm 0 -<SD(t) -< M + SEm (Eq. 17)

When SD(t) exceeds therangegiven inEq. 17, _ is simplygivenby:

8rain(1- M SEm) - 1

= _ SD(t) >' M + SEm (Eq. 18)

As in the open-loopcontrolcase,the valueof M in theaboveexpressionsis determinedby cah'bratingthe
responseof the lighting systemduringthe day. Assumingthat the fightingis calibrated'sothatat the time
of calibration,tc, thedesignlevel IEmis obtainedat thetask,onecansolve forM in termsof the daylight
conditions obtainedat tc usingEqs. 2 and4 withEq. 17:

M = ID(tc)

iD(t ) SEm. IF.mSD(t) (Eq. 19)

Finally, toobtain the total illuminanceat theworkplane for theclosed-looppmpo_onal controlsystem,
we use Eqs. 2 and4 with Eqs. 17and 18to obtain:

1 + M (SD(t) - SEm) _imin(1- M SEm) - 1

IT(t) = lD(t) + lena 1 - M SEm 0 < SD(t) < M + SEm (F-xi.20) '

l,
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$min(1 - M SEm) - 1 "

IT(t) = ID(t) + IEm_min SD(t) > * M + SEm (Eq. 21)
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